'Knock down' of DNA polymerase beta by RNA interference: recapitulation of null phenotype.
DNA polymerase beta (pol beta) is the major DNA polymerase involved in the base excision repair (BER) pathway in mammalian cells and, as a consequence, BER is severely compromised in cells lacking pol beta. Pol beta null (-/-) mouse embryos are not viable and pol beta null cells are hypersensitive to alkylating agents. Using RNA interference (RNAi) technology in mouse cells, we have reduced the pol beta protein and mRNA to undetectable levels. Pol beta knockdown cell lines display a pattern of hypersensitivity to DNA damaging agents similar to that observed in pol beta null cells. Generation of pol beta knock down cells makes it possible to combine the pol beta null phenotype with deficiencies in other DNA repair proteins, thereby helping to elucidate the role of pol beta and its interactions with other proteins in mammalian cells.